Parametric methods are recognized as a very useful tool for reusing code and augmenting the expressiveness of an object-oriented language providing parametric classes. This paper focuses on their implementation techniques for Java. Existing proposals for extending Java with parametric polymorphism are outlined, showing and discussing the basic implementation techniques: type-erasure, code-expansion and type-passing. Up until now, only type-erasure and code-expansion have been exploited for the implementation of parametric methods, but they suffer from some problems. Basically, type-erasure is unable to support parametric types at run-time, while code-expansion generally leads to significant increase of both disk and memory overhead. The main goal of this paper is to study a type-passing approach aimed at tackling these issues. This is based on the management of method descriptors, which are objects passed to the method bodies at invocation-time, and which carry information on the instantiation of the method's type parameters. Run-time efficiency is guaranteed thanks to a special treatment of descriptors deferring their creation at load-time. Dynamic dispatching of method calls is supported by exploiting a data structure called the Virtual Parametric Methods Table, resembling Virtual Methods Tables of C++. The approach here presented turns out to be a significant alternative to the existing proposals for implementing generics in Java, supporting parametric types at run-time without unnecessary code footprint.
BACKGROUND
Parametric polymorphism is a well-known programming mechanism, with a deeply-studied theoretical foundation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , whose usefulness in engineering software has been well recognized. Basically, parametric polymorphism allows the programmer to abstract a piece of code from one or more types, that is, to parameterize it on the so-called type parameters. Thus, such a code can be reused in many different contexts by simply providing different instantiations for the type parameters. Typical implementations of parametric polymorphism are Ada generics [6] , C++ templates [7] and ML polymorphic functions and data types [8, 9] . Parametric polymorphism is a valuable tool to support generic programming. It is usually exploited for implementing generic collections of elements, since their behaviour, features and management strategies are independent from the actual type of the elements they carry. The C++ Standard Template Library [10] is the best known example of this usage.
When the Java language was born, one of the main goals of its developers was to keep it as simple as possible and, as a result, current and past versions of Java do not provide generics. A sufficient degree of genericity seemed to be supported by the inclusive polymorphism of Java inheritance and thanks to the root type Object from which each Java class extends. In fact, dealing with a common bound for all the classes makes it possible to strengthen the code reuse of inclusive polymorphism, as revealed by the current programming practice using the Java Collections Framework [11] . For instance, the collections carrying elements whose expected type is Object can be used to store any kind of object. Then, in such collections, the actual run-time type of their elements can be safely recovered exploiting type-casts and instance tests-performed through the Java instanceof operator. However, when this technique is used too frequently programs shortly become unreadable, in that keeping track of the intended run-time type of all the objects is likely to be difficult [12] . Furthermore, exploiting this approach may also cause some errors to be discovered only at run-time, due to a certain execution flow causing a type-cast exception. Instead, it would be desirable to detect them all together at compile-time.
All these reasons made Java developers call for proposals for adding generics to the Java programming language [13] ; thus, in the last few years several approaches have been studied. Generics can be implemented not only through parametric polymorphism, but also by exploiting virtual 264 M. VIROLI types [14, 15, 16] . The basic idea is to have classes with virtual fields representing types; specialization is obtained by extending the class and narrowing the virtual types to their specialized value. However, virtual types are generally considered less useful than parametric polymorphism, so in this paper we focus on studying the latter. Implementation approaches to parametric polymorphism can be mainly divided into two groups: the proposals for extending the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) or parts of the Java run-time system [17, 18, 19] , and the translation approaches [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] .
In the former case, compatibility with existing Java platforms is lost, since the new language architecture would not be supported by old JVMs as they stand. Relying on this approach would mean forcing users to update their installation of the JVM, on browsers, desktops and so on. The translation approaches, in contrast, work by translating the source code exploiting parametric polymorphism into either standard Java code or directly into standard Java bytecode. They may introduce some significant overhead in space and time, but do not need any change on the JVM, since they stay on top of it.
In order to present the existing basic techniques for implementing generics, this paper focuses on the translation approaches. As claimed in [23] , in fact, describing the semantics of a language extension in terms of a translation generally results in an easier understanding. Moreover, the three most known translations proposed so far-namely GJ [20] , NextGen [21] and the LM translator [22] -cover all the existing basic implementations strategies for parametric polymorphism, which are respectively type-erasure, codeexpansion and type-passing.
In type-erasure, parametric types are simply translated into non-parametric types, by erasing any information on the instantiation of their type parameters. Although this technique causes almost no overhead, it prevents certain language constructs of Java from being extended to the case of parametric types. For instance, GJ type-casts and instance tests have several limitations when applied to parametric types, which can be solved only by carrying at run-time some sort of information on the type parameters. The implementations based on code-expansion, such as NextGen, solve this problem by creating new specialized class files as new instantiations of the type parameters of a class are used. Such new classes contain some hard-coded information about the type parameters, which is exploited to implement type-specific operations on parametric types. In general, however, this technique can cause a significant code footprint, since a library of parametric classes can grow in size without limits, due to many client applications using them in different ways. Finally, in the implementations based on type-passing, the necessary information about the type parameters is passed to the instances of parametric classes at the time they are allocated. Then, this information is exploited to support all the type-specific operations working on such type parameters. However, the traditional belief about this kind of implementation is that the overhead for creating the information to be passed is unacceptable.
In [22] we proposed an implementation of parametric classes in Java based on type-passing, which tackles the problem of performance. The information on the instantiation of the type parameters is carried by objects called type descriptors, which are passed to the instances of a parametric class at allocation-time. They represent the socalled instantiation environment of the parametric type, that is, all the necessary information about the instantiation of the type parameters that is useful for supporting the translation. In particular, by this technique parametric types and type variables can be supported at run-time and handled as firstclass types, so that compatibility is achieved between the type system extension and the core typing of Java.
The overhead of the translation is limited by deferring the creation of descriptors at load-time. This approach notably decreases the impact of the translation on the run-time execution with respect to more naive implementations, which create descriptors each time on a by-need basis (see, for instance, the depiction of the RM translator in [22] ). In fact, in the framework of LM the operations for creating descriptors are executed at the application bootstrap, while at run-time the only overhead is due to accessing the proper descriptors.
The LM translator-as described in [22] -supports parametric classes, but is unable to properly deal with parametric methods, since the mechanism of type descriptors cannot handle method type parameters. Parametric methods, however, are a very useful tool, in particular for the implementation of those generic operations that work on objects of different parametric types. In these cases parametric methods lead to a simple, natural and direct solution, where these operations are coded as parametric methods, which are parameterized on all the types the programmer is interested in abstracting from. Without parametric methods, in contrast, they are typically implemented by writing dummy parametric classes wrapping a non-parametric method, thus causing unnecessary classes to be produced.
Up until now, only the type-erasure and the codeexpansion techniques have been exploited for dealing with parametric methods. In the first case [20] , parametric methods are just erased to non-parametric methods; in the latter case [21] , new specialized methods are added to the class each time new instantiations of the corresponding parametric methods are used. Type-passing implementations for parametric methods have not yet been effectively studied.
OUTLINE
The main aim of this paper is to study a type-passing approach for the implementation of parametric methods in Java. This is done by extending the LM translator so as to fully support the management of parametric methods. The management of method descriptors is introduced to model the instantiation environment of parametric methods, in the same way as type descriptors are used to represent the instantiation environment of parametric classes. In particular, method descriptors contain the necessary information about the instantiation of the method Following the type-passing schema, method descriptors are passed to the method bodies at invocation-time and they are exploited for implementing all those operations that need to be aware of the instantiation of the type parameters. As in the case of parametric classes, method descriptors are always created at load-time.
The main problem with the type-passing implementation of parametric methods is dealing with dynamic dispatching of method calls. In [25] we sketched a solution to this problem exploiting a data structure called the Virtual Parametric Methods Table (VPMT) . Each type descriptor carries a VPMT, which-analogously to a standard Virtual Methods Table ( VMT) [7] -dynamically binds the proper method descriptor to the method body at invocation-time. VPMTs are built so that given a method invocation, the position of the method descriptor to be passed is invariant among VPMTs of different subclasses. In this way, by simply using this position the proper descriptor can be dynamically accessed independently from the type of the receiver [25] .
The translation presented here may lead to an implementation with some advantages with respect to the existing proposals. On the one hand, it overcomes the lack of run-time support to generics of GJ, leading to the integration of parametric polymorphism in the type system of Java. On the other hand, the translation overhead is lower than that of NextGen, since managing descriptors is, in general, less costly than managing class files to be loaded.
At the time of writing, Sun Microsystems has released the public draft of the proposal for the extension of Java with generics [26] . According to this document, GJ is the basis for the first extension that will be released. This choice was motivated by the fact that GJ is the less intrusive solution, leading to no overhead and enjoying full backward compatibility properties. For instance, GJ allows libraries to be updated to their generic version with legacy client code working without modifications. Nevertheless, it is also clear that supporting parametric types at run-time would be extremely helpful, possibly leading to the implementation of future releases [26] . The type-passing technique studied in this paper can indeed be the basis for developing a fully-featured release of Java providing first-class generics.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the motivations behind the introduction of parametric polymorphism in Java. Section 4 introduces existing approaches for the implementation of parametric polymorphism, focusing on GJ and NextGen translation techniques. Section 5 depicts the LM translator: its run-time management of descriptors, its relationship to GJ and related works on the type-passing technique in functional programming languages. Section 6 describes parametric methods, their usefulness and the drawbacks of their typical implementations, while Section 7 describes their basic implementation technique in LM. Section 8 discusses the problem of dynamic dispatching, in particular how this issue can be addressed by exploiting VPMTs and how they can be implemented with the LM translator. Section 9 completes the description providing some further implementation issues such as the management of static parametric methods and abstract parametric methods. Section 10 faces the issue of recursive polymorphic calls. Section 11 describes the basic impact on performance of the type-passing technique presented here and, finally, Section 12 provides concluding remarks.
USING PARAMETRIC POLYMORPHISM IN JAVA
Generally speaking, thanks to the features of parametric polymorphism, a piece of code can be abstracted from one or more types, which are said to be its type parameters. Then, this code can be reused in different contexts by simply providing a different instantiation for the type parameters, that is, specifying an actual type for them. This approach turns out to be fairly useful, for instance, when representing in a uniform way different data types with homogeneous structure.
The most frequent usage is the implementation of collection data types, such as lists, arrays and trees, since their behaviour and features are independent from the type of the elements they carry. A well-known example is the implementation of collections in C++'s STL library [10] . Instead of coding many different versions of the class List, each carrying elements of a different type, by parametric polymorphism a class List<X> can be defined that is parametric in the type parameter X. In the definition of the body of List<X>, type variable X can be used as a type identifier, that is, in all the contexts where a type is usually expected; e.g. to define a variable, as argument or return type of a method, and so on. Then, by using the type identifiers List<Integer>, List<String> and the like, different types can be denoted, basically obtained from List<X> by substituting the occurrences of X by the instantiation of the parameter-Integer, String and so on. 1 The introduction of Java somehow promoted the idea that parametric polymorphism can be avoided, because a sufficient degree of genericity is achieved by the other language features, basically due to the inclusive polymorphism of the Java inheritance mechanism. In fact, because of the root type Object, which is a common supertype for all the classes, it is possible to define data structures with great flexibility. The basic idea is to code a collection class as a class containing elements of type Object, which can be filled at run-time with any kind of object. Moreover, by specifying as type of the elements a more specific class C (or an interface I), the programmer can force all the elements of the collection to extend C (or implement I), so as to factorize common operations that should be performed on all the elements of the collection. This programming idiom, called the homogeneous generic idiom [19, 23] and in particular for the implementation of the Collections Framework (classes Vector, Hashtable, etc.) [11] . Consider the example of Figure 1 . The generic list assigned to the variable l can be used to store elements of any kind of list, e.g. as a list of String elements. In particular, an implicit up-cast (i.e. a type conversion to a greater type) is performed when inserting a String object in the collection. Accessing an element from the list yields an object whose static type is Object. So, storing a string into a collection and then retrieving it, makes programmers lose some information about its type; hence it would no longer be possible to access its String-specific properties. To recover this information, a narrowing down-cast (i.e. a type conversion to a smaller type) should be inserted, assigning the type String to the retrieved object. A limit of this technique is that only heterogeneous collections can be implemented, since it would not be possible to avoid a wrong typed elementsay an Integer-being inserted in a structure meant to be managed as a list of strings.
Moreover, it is current practice to compose such generic collections so as to define more complex structuresfor instance to define a matrix as a list of lists-further increasing the applicability of the homogeneous generic idiom. However, the more this idiom is used, the more a program is likely to be full of undesired down-casts, as the right side of Figure 1 highlights. The resulting code is clearly less readable, since redundant syntax has to be inserted. In the typical situation, in fact, a program contains several variables of type List, and methods accepting and returning elements of type List; after a while the programmer forgets what kind of elements all these lists were meant to contain. This can seriously complicate the task of maintaining the program [12] .
Moreover, down-casts are also potentially unsafe. Technically, if the object is not an instance of the target type, a java.lang.ClassCastException is raised. Since this exception is an instance of java.lang.RuntimeException it is not required to be caught, so its throwing may often cause the whole application to fail or lead to unexpected error messages. This problem can be avoided by previously testing whether the proper subtype relation holds between the type of the object and the target type, using the instanceof operator. However, the experience shows that a programmer typically does not do this as he/she tends to believe that the cast would never fail. It turns out that many errors in the code can be detected only during the testing phase, as they raise some exception.
In general, this is the typical case where a more refined typing is required. Basically, it would be helpful to denote by different identifiers those collections meant to contain elements of different types. Clearly, it would also be possible to use the heterogeneous generic idiom [19, 23] , that is, to define each time a different class-say List$String, List$Integer and so on-each carrying elements of IMPLEMENTATION OF PARAMETRIC METHODS IN JAVA 267 different types, but this is likely to be too much of an effort for the programmer. Parametric polymorphism is the natural solution to this problem.
When using parametric polymorphism, the code of Figure 1 can be replaced by the code in Figure 2 . At definition-time, the class List is declared to be parametric on the type variable X. In order to use such a parametric class as a true type identifier, the type parameter X has first to be instantiated to any subtype of the specified bound-Object in this case. As a result, the compiler is able to check when a wrongly-typed element is inserted in a generic collection and the programmer has not to insert down-casts when retrieving the elements, since the corresponding type is now statically known.
On the one hand, the code is much more readable, for each type identifier explicitly reports the required details on its actual structure. On the other hand, cast operations now become less used and more typing errors can be detected at compile-time instead of leading to run-time errors.
IMPLEMENTING PARAMETRIC
POLYMORPHISM IN JAVA
GJ and the erasure technique
The most well-known implementation of parametric polymorphism in Java is Odersky et al.'s GJ [20] , which is also the implementation technique proposed for the first release of Java providing generics [13] . GJ implements the type-erasure technique. The very basic idea is to provide for an automatic translation of the code that uses parametric polymorphism into the corresponding Java code doing the same things by exploiting the homogeneous generic idiom. For instance, translating the code of Figure 2 would produce something very similar to the code of Figure 1 . The logical steps of the translation are as follows.
• A parametric class C<X 1 ,..,X n > is simply translated into its monomorphic version C, where all the occurrences of the type parameters X 1 ,..,X n are substituted by their bound, as specified at declaration-time (or Object by default if none is specified). This translation of types is called erasure; C<T 1 ,..,T n > is said to be erased to C and the type variables are said to be erased to their bound, e.g. in the above class List<X>, X is erased to Object.
• When invoking a method whose return type is a type variable X, the translator automatically adds a downcast, where the target type is the erasure of the actual instantiation of X. So, the statement of Figure 2 ,
ll.getTail().getHead().getTail(). getHead();
is translated to the statement
getTail().getHead()). getTail().getHead());
More formally (according to [5] ), when invoking a method m on a receiver with static type P, a type-cast is inserted by the translator if the erasure of the return type of m is affected by the actual instantiation of the parametric type P.
• Field accesses are handled in an analogous way, that is, a cast is inserted if the erasure of the field type is affected by the instantiation of the receiving type P.
• All the necessary static checks have to be added at translation-time, so as to support parametric types and type variables in the new type system. This should prevent, for instance, inserting an Integer object into a List<String> collection or assigning a List<Integer> object to a variable of type List<String>. Details on these checks can be found in [5] , where a type system for GJ has been modelled in terms of a core calculus for GJ, called Featherweight GJ.
Notice that the only computational overhead added by the translation to the code execution is due to the insertion of down-casts. However, as down-casts are also generally exploited when using the homogeneous generic idiom, it can be safely assumed that this translation does not alter the application performance at all.
GJ as a translation approach for implementing generics
It is interesting to analyse some issues of the current implementation of GJ, so as to clarify how generic classes and the mechanism of type specialization can be supported into a standard (non-generic) JVM by means of the translation technique. Indeed, this turns out to be useful in deepening the relationship between GJ and the extension proposed in this paper, as well as increasing the impact of the latter on the whole Java language support. A standard Java compilation can be basically divided into two parts: (i) the checking phase, where the code is parsed and typed producing an attributed abstract syntax tree; and (ii) the code generation phase, where-based on this tree-binary class files are created. GJ is implemented as a translation technique, so it does not need changes on the bytecode executor (namely, the JVM), while it can be simply supported by adapting the compiler. In particular, as revealed by the prototype implementation released by Sun [26] , this adaptation involves three main aspects.
• First of all, the checking phase has to be adapted so as to deal with programs using generics, that is, with Java source files written in GJ language. In particular, this checking phase should implement a type system for object-oriented languages with F-bounded polymorphism-for which the type system of Featherweight GJ can be considered a reference. The result of this process is an abstract syntax tree attributed with information about the generic types used in the compiled program.
• Secondly, a translation phase is added in between checking and code generation that takes this tree and produces a new tree where information on generics is erased-namely, implementing type-erasure. For the sake of simplicity, this paper, like the preceding ones [20, 21, 22] , generally describes translation techniques giving examples of source code using generics and its translation into standard Java. However, they have to be intended as a specification of the translation phase within a GJ-like compilation process, that is, as translations of abstract syntax trees of the source program (attributed with generic information) to abstract syntax trees of the translated program (attributed with non-generic information).
• The code generation phase is mostly similar to the standard one, since it translates syntax trees representing standard Java programs. The only difference is that the compilation of a parametric class C has to insert in the class file information on the generic version of C's signature, including information on the type parameters, their bounds and their occurrence as field types and method argument and return types. This is necessary since the checking phase may need to access this information on class files exploited by the compiled program, i.e. for which the source is not available.
In order to guarantee compatibility with standard Java class files, this information is written into a position of the class file that does not alter standard bytecode execution and checking, as discussed in [20] .
The implementation schema of GJ is clearly compatible with Java, in that it compiles standard Java sources in the same way as standard Java compilation does. Most importantly, GJ is also fully backward compatible with Java: compiled generic classes can be used by legacy code, which interprets them as the corresponding monomorphic (erased) classes [20] .
However, some issues may somehow break this perfect mapping of generic classes and erased classes, mainly because of the Java Core Reflection (JCR) mechanism [27] . Firstly, as discussed in [20] , bridge methods may need to be added to an erased class so as to accommodate method overriding, which a user may become aware of by JCR through an introspection. Secondly, JCR has no knowledge of generics, e.g. it provides no means for determining whether a class is generic or not. At this time, GJ implementation does not provide any support for solving these problems, even though future implementations may somehow tackle them. In principle, static methods can be added to erased classes that yield information about the generic signature. Then, a new implementation of the JCR library can be built so as to exploit these methods to retrieve information about generic classes, e.g. providing similar features of the implementation proposed in [19] .
Finally, the actual instantiation of the generic type of an object-that is, what is called the object's exact typecannot be recovered, since no information on it is kept at run-time. For instance, on a List<String> object only the information about it being a List is carried at run-time, whereas the information on String is not kept.
This problem not only affects the scope of JCR, so that accessing the type of an object would not reveal complete information in its type, but has also impact at the language level, as discussed in the following.
The issue of exact types
In GJ, those core operations of Java that require run-time information about the type of an object-that is, typecasts and instance tests-have limitations when applied to parametric types and type variables. Suppose that within the class List<X> the following method is added:
The erasure technique would not be able to properly translate this code, since the erased method
has different semantics. In particular, casts and instance tests are not supported in GJ when applied to type variables and they can be applied to parametric types only when the result is independent from the actual instantiation of the type parameters (see the rule for valid down-casts in [5] ).
It can be argued that after parametric polymorphism is included in the language, the need for type-casts and instance tests would be somehow reduced. This is clearly true, since, for example, collections of elements with the same run-time type can be implemented through parametric classes, without the need for down-casts. However, typecasts and instance tests remain useful anyway. For instance, the programmer may still need to manage a heterogeneous collection of elements and to retrieve such elements with their correct type, and this can be done only thanks to typecasts and instance tests.
Furthermore, due to erasure, all the mechanisms related to persistence cannot properly deal with parametric types, as discussed in detail in [28] . Suppose a List<String> collection is stored in a data-stream. In GJ, what is actually stored is just a list containing Object elements, without any specification of the type parameter. Then, it would be impossible for another application to get the collection from this store and to safely assign to it the type List<String>. These problems occur when using parametric classes along with Java RMI, JavaBeans and the Java I/O Library [11] , because they all deal with persistence.
Some of these arguments have already been discussed in [19, 20, 21, 22, 29] and are recognized by the authors of GJ themselves as an unavoidable drawback of their current implementation. Notice that in the call for proposals made by Sun [13] , one of the declared goals was to have firstclass generics, that is, to use parametric types in all the contexts where types can be used in Java. At this time, due to the limitations discussed above, this is not achieved by the GJ compiler. However, from the draft specification on generics released [26] , it is clear that Sun is open to having future versions of the compiler extending the current implementation of GJ so as to tackle the issue of exact types.
In fact, some solutions have been proposed to avoid the problem. Basically, they extend the behaviour of GJ so that the necessary information on the instantiation of the type parameters is somehow accessible at run-time. In this way, these proposals are able to apply type-casts and instance tests to parametric types and type variables as well, supporting the true integration of parametric polymorphism in Java.
NextGen
The NextGen proposal [21] tackles this problem by using local code-expansion. For each parametric class, the NextGen translator creates the erased class as GJ, say List for List<X>. Then, each time a class of the application uses a new instantiation of List<X>, the translator creates a new small wrapper subclass extending List and a new void interface implemented by this subclass. Both these classes are built taking into account the specific instantiation of the type parameters. If the translator finds some source code using the type identifier List<String>, then the class $$List$ String $ and the interface $List$ String $ can be created as follows:
interface $List$_String_${} class $$List$_String_$ extends List implements $List$_String_${...} Now, suppose the code within class List<X> includes a type-dependent operation exploiting X, that is, some operation that exploits the exact type of X. In Java these operations can be of four kinds: type-casts, instance tests, class allocations and array allocations. In order to support these operations the information on the actual instantiation of X is needed, so NextGen translates them into invocations of special abstract methods of the class List. These are called snippet methods, or snippets for short: they are automatically defined by the translator and are meant to be implemented by the specific subclass-$$List$ String $ in this case. Considering the class List<X> with the method setIfPossible NextGen would support the type List<String> by producing the code of Figure 3 .
The methods $snip1 and $snip2 are snippets supporting type-casts and instance tests on the type variable X, respectively. In general, the translator creates a different snippet method for each different type-dependent operation working on the type parameters of the class. Then, the subclass $$List$ String $ is directly used to allocate objects of the parametric type List<String>, while the interface $List$ String $ is used to support type-casts and instance tests on the type List<String>. Notice that if a parametric type P extends the parametric type Q, the interface created for P is created that extends the interface for Q. In this way, NextGen creates a sort of ad hoc portion of inheritance hierarchy for its specialized classes, supporting the proper subtyping of parametric classes.
As a matter of fact, the NextGen translation is more complicated due to the need for dealing with package-private classes used as instantiations of some type parameters. In fact, in this case it would not be possible to implement snippets outside the corresponding package. This is solved by using a sort of (type-)passing technique where snippet environments are created by the client classes and are passed to the instances of the parametric types. Providing detailed information on this issue is of no interest here, for more information the reader can refer to [21] .
To summarize, the whole idea of NextGen is to apply the code-expansion technique only to those parts of the source code that cannot be directly translated using typeerasure. This can be considered an optimization of those trivial solutions such as the heterogeneous implementation of Pizza [23] and most implementations of templates in C++, 270 M. VIROLI which entirely duplicate the code of generic classes each time a new specialization of the type parameters is needed.
Although NextGen allows parametric types to be fully compatible with the typing of Java, the overhead that it introduces can be significant. The performance at run-time is not affected much, but the translator has to produce two class files for each different instantiation of a type parameter. Notice that all these new classes should belong to the same package of the corresponding parametric class, so they should stay in the same place: a directory, a jar file or so on. Even though these classes are in general small (less than 1 kbyte), their number can increase as the library of parametric classes is used by different applications, so the global size of the library can grow without bounds. The increase in footprint is notable both on memory and on disk space, and having multiple class files for a single generic class can lead to problems in managing versions.
These arguments, also reported in [26] , made Java developers reject proposals exploiting the code-expansion technique, and still make GJ preferred as an actual implementation for future Java releases.
Other implementation techniques
In order to provide a more complete survey of existing implementation approaches for implementing parametric polymorphism, here other solutions are briefly sketched that do not rely on the translation approach, but support genericity by some change or adaptation of the language run-time.
In [17] , Agesen et al. propose an implementation of generics in Java that features type specialization at loadtime, which can be obtained on existing JVM by simply adopting an ad hoc class loader. Generic classes have a different binary representation which directly extends the standard one and where information on type parameters and their usage is explicitly carried. When a new instantiation of the generic class is requested, say at the first creation of an instance of List<String>, the class loader finds the generic binary for List<X> and produces in the memory a specialized representation where occurrences of type parameter X are substituted by their instantiation String and where the class is given a mangled name of the form List$String. Bytecode verifier, linker and interpreter need not be changed at all. The whole solution resembles heterogeneous implementations of generics: the only difference is that class expansion is not performed at compile-time on binary class files, thus leading to disk or network transfer overhead, but is performed at load-time and only results in memory overhead. At a first glance, it seems possible to join this technique with that of NextGen so as to limit memory overhead as well, even though this solution has not actually been evaluated yet. One of the main advantages of the approach presented in [17] is that primitive types can be used as instantiation of type parameters in the same way as class types can, while solutions based on erasure have to rely on standard wrappers-Integer for int, Float for float and so on. On the other hand, compatibility with standard Java is not kept, both because of the need for the new class loader and because of the changed binary class representation.
Another remarkable prototype for extending Java with generics is PolyJ [18] . Instead of relying on bounded polymorphism as of GJ or NextGen, in PolyJ where clauses are used that associate to each type parameter one or more methods that its instantiations have to provide. While PolyJ can be implemented using a translation approach-e.g. borrowing some typical type-passing techniques described later in this paper-in [18] an extension to the JVM is described. This implementation changes many aspects of the whole language support, including binary class representation, class loading, verification and interpretation. In particular, any instance of a parametric class keeps a reference to a private instantiation pool containing information about the specific instantiation of the parameters, while information common to all instantiations is still kept in the standard Java constant pool. In general, the implementation proposed in [18] seems to allow for an adaptation to GJ or NextGen as well, and shows that JVM extensions are likely to tackle performance issues in a more effective way than translation approaches.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the implementation technique of generics proposed for Microsoft's Common Language Run-time (CLR), which can be featured by Javalike languages supported by the CLR, such as C# [30] . This implementation is an extension to the existing CLR run-time-so, it cannot be classified as a translation approach keeping backward compatibility-and combines various aspects of existing techniques yet it results in a novel solution. Like GJ it exploits the erasure technique so as to provide uniform code which is invariant through different instantiations. Only type-dependent operations require specialized code: however, this is not created statically as in NextGen nor at load-time as in [17] , but relies on an 'ondemand' basis-that is, specialized code is created in the memory at its first usage and then is kept for subsequent accesses.
LM TRANSLATION
In [22] we proposed LM translation as a means for providing a type-passing extension of GJ avoiding any code footprint. This extension is meant to be mainly realized by changing the translation phase only of the GJ compilation process, so as to preserve its main compatibility properties. The translation is based on the management of type descriptors, which are Java objects automatically created by the execution of the translated code and which contain information about the parametric types used by the application.
Given a parametric type C<T 1 ,..,T n >, its type descriptor carries the information on the instantiations T 1 ,..,T n of the type parameters, so it keeps track of the necessary information to properly translate all the type-dependent operations executed on C<T 1 ,..,T n >. According to the general pattern of the type-passing technique, this type descriptor is passed to the instances of C<T 1 ,..,T n > at allocation-time. Suppose that d is an expression denoting the type descriptor for List<String>; when an object of type List<String> is allocated, d is passed in the new expression as first argument, by the translation
In the straightforward implementation of the type-passing technique-e.g. RM translator as depicted in [22] descriptors are created each time when requested, using the schema
This solution leads to 100% of overhead in both space and time, since one descriptor is created and kept at each instance creation. The LM translator has been conceived as an optimization to this technique, tackling performance by means of two main arrangements: (i) the descriptors are not created by need at run-time, but each class creates the ones it may use at load-time; (ii) when creating a descriptor d, this is registered into a manager visible to all the classes of the application, preventing two different descriptors for the same type to be created by different classes, thus reducing memory overhead. The class for type descriptors $TD and the class for the type descriptors manager $TDM are library classes that support the translation.
The management of type descriptors
Descriptors are created and registered at load-time by means of the following technique. For each client class C, the translator statically finds all the parametric types used by C in a type-dependent operation. For each of these types, call it P, the translator adds a static field to C and inserts the code to register the descriptor for P as the initialization code for that field. The Java run-time system executes this code immediately after the class file of C is loaded. In general, the impact of some initialization code is only a little relevant when executed correspondingly to a class loading, which typically involves slow operating system primitives, such as a local disk access or network file transfer [22] . Notice that a similar kind of overhead occurs in NextGen as well. In fact, instead of registering descriptors as in LM, when using NextGen the wrapper classes and the interfaces needed by a client are loaded at the application start-up. Since loading a class is much more expensive than registering a descriptor, our approach has less impact at loadtime than NextGen.
As in GJ and NextGen, the management of descriptors in LM is designed so as to deal with nested parameterization structures, such as that in the type List<List<String>>. In fact, parametric types should be used in all the contexts where a type identifier is expected, thus as the instantiation of a type parameter as well. So, the descriptor for a given parametric type C<T 1 ,..,T n > is designed so as to contain some information on C-namely its java.lang.Class representation obtained by the Java expression C.class-and, recursively, the descriptors for the types T 1 ,..,T n . As a consequence, the descriptors for monomorphic types may also be registered, as far as they occur within a parameterizationsuch as String in List<String>. In this case, the registration is simply made by invoking a static method of $TDM, passing the Class representation of the type and returning the descriptor. In the case of parametric types, instead the registration is realized by invoking a static method createTD of the parametric class, which properly initializes the descriptor. This method is automatically created by the translator as a facility: in a given class C it takes the descriptors for the type parameters T 1 ,..,T n and returns the descriptor for the type C<T 1 ,..,T n >. In both cases, if a descriptor for the same type was already registered this is returned, otherwise a new one is created. An example showing the translation of a client class is presented in Figure 4 .
Supporting generics at run-time
In this management of descriptors each class keeps a reference to the descriptors it may need, so that they can be exploited for the implementation of all the typedependent operation included in the class. Suppose v is a variable containing the reference to the type descriptor of List<String>, casts and instance tests are translated as follows:
where the methods isInstance and cast of the class $TD can be implemented as shown in the code of Figure 5 . Both the methods basically check whether the (possibly parametric) run-time type of o is a subtype of the type receiving the operation (List<String> in the example above). In particular, type-casts are implemented so as to exactly mimic the behaviour of Java type-casts, that is, a java.lang.ClassCastException is thrown if the subtyping test fails.
Depending on whether o is an instance of a parametric type or a monomorphic type there are different implementations for this subtyping test. In the former case, o's type descriptor To needs to be accessed. This is done by the interface $Parametric ( Figure 5 ), which is automatically implemented by all the parametric classes and which provides a method getTD for getting the descriptor of the receiving instance. Then, the inheritance hierarchy of type descriptors is traversed, starting from To, accessing the next element by the field $TD.father and looking for the receiving type List<String>. If this is not found the traversal stops when it reaches the root descriptor for Object, which has ID=0. If o is a monomorphic type, instead the result of the test is independent from the actual instantiation of the type parameters of the receiving type, so the reflective functionality Class.isInstance is simply invoked on the Class representation of the receiving type.
This approach for solving the type inclusion test has to be considered as a sample implementation, keeping small space overhead but leading to a time cost which is proportional to the type hierarchy depth [31] . More refined techniques can be used that look for a better compromise (see [32] for an evaluation of them). However, as discussed in [33] , finding optimized type inclusion tests in the case of an incrementally growing type hierarchy, as in Java due to run-time class loading, imposes a difficult challenge, which at this time has not yet been addressed in a completely successful way. Since it is not the goal of this paper to focus on this problem, the traversal technique is considered as a reference, while it is clear that the framework of LM can support any other subtyping technique-by properly adding the information on subtyping to each descriptor and correspondingly changing the implementation of method $TD.isSubType.
In order to let instances of parametric types carry their type descriptor, class allocation is accommodated following the type-passing translation pattern. An extra-argument of type $TD is added to each constructor and a given parametric class allocation is translated by passing its descriptor as first argument. In the constructor this extra-argument is then stored in a private field of the object, which is created by the translator. The complete translation of List<X> according to LM is shown in Figure 6 . The descriptor stored in the field td is not only used to access information about the type of an object from outside. It also supports the implementation of type-dependent operations on the local type variables, as their descriptor is now accessible via the field $TD.params. An example of this mechanism is shown in the translation of the method setIfPossible (Figure 6 ), where the type variable X is accessed through the expression td.params [0] .
The latter kind of type-dependent operation that needs to be treated is array allocation. Basically, an array of parametric types is translated into a wrapper containing both the array-of type Object[]-and the type descriptor for the elements type. This corresponds to translating the type of an array into a generic class Array<X> with a field of type X[]. This schema supports a good integration of arrays with the extended type system, as now types such as List<Integer[]> and List<Integer>[] can be defined. Refer to [22] for a more complete treatment of arrays in LM.
Making objects carry information on the instantiation of their type parameters, furthermore, also allows for correctly handling persistence. As shown in [22] , LM translation can be accommodated so that when an object is written into a stream its type descriptor is stored as well. Then, the code for reading objects from a stream is accommodated by the translator, so that the descriptor is automatically read and is properly inserted in the current manager-which in general is different from the one of the application that wrote the object. So, type-casts can be safely used to recover the exact type of the stored object, exactly mimicking usual Java management of persistence.
The dependency of descriptors
The overall management of descriptors is actually made more complicated by the fact that type variables should be treated as first-class types as well. In particular, they should also be exploited in the instantiation of some type parameter, as in the following example: In the class DoubleList<X,Y> the type DoubleList<Y,X> is used in a type-dependent operation, but its actual instantiation is not known until the type variables X and Y get instantiated. Since the goal of the translation is to create all the descriptors at load-time, then here some mechanism should be provided so that, for instance, the registration of the descriptor for DoubleList<String,Integer> causes the registration of the descriptor for DoubleList<Integer,String> as well. Furthermore, the former descriptor should keep a reference to the latter, so that the descriptor for the type DoubleList<Y,X> can be accessed from the instances of DoubleList<X,Y>.
To achieve this, the translation accommodates the code so that the instantiation environment of a type C<T 1 ,..,T n > is linked to the instantiation environments of those types used in the body of C<X 1 ,..,X n > in type-dependent operations and exploiting the type variables X 1 ,..,X n . These types, called friend types of C<T 1 ,..,T n >, are those depending on the actual instantiation T 1 ,..,T n of the type variables X 1 ,..,X n .
As a result, each type descriptor points to the descriptors for its friend types. This is done by adding a field called friends (with type $TD[]) to the class of type descriptors $TD. This is initialized only the first time the descriptor is registered, so as to avoid unnecessary registrations. The code for doing this, is automatically created by the translator and is stored in the registering method createTD of class C. The translation of class DoubleList<X,Y> is shown in Figure 7 .
For any actual types R and S, DoubleList<S,R> is the only friend type of DoubleList<R,S>, so when registering the descriptor for DoubleList<R,S> the content of its field friends is initialized, causing the registration of DoubleList<S,R>. In general, given a type P, the descriptors of both its friend types and its father type are registered only the first time the descriptor for P is registered (which is tested by method $TD.checkNew)-at least unless they were already registered by some other class.
Registering descriptors
The only remaining issue in this description of LM translation is the implementation of the type descriptors manager $TDM. Basically, it keeps a java.util.Hashtable structure with descriptors on both keys and values. The hash code generation and the equality test on descriptors-which are exploited for the management of the hashtable-are calculated using only the field $TD.c, and the ID of each descriptor in $TD.params. In this way, the hashtable can be efficiently used to check whether the descriptor of a given type has already been registered. The schema for registering a descriptor for the type P is as follows. First of all, the method $TDM.register checks whether a descriptor for P is already present in the table. If this is the case the existing one is returned. Otherwise, a new descriptor is created and returned, and the first invocation of $TD.checkNew on it returns a positive value. This is used by the method createTD so as to check whether the content of the fields father and friends has to be completed. For more implementation details on classes $TD and $TDM, an interested reader can refer to [22] .
The run-time architecture
To better understand the impact of LM translation during execution, it helps to describe the run-time architecture of the code it produces. The key concept is that of instantiation environment of a type P, here captured by the class of type descriptors $TD, which contains the necessary information for translating all the type-dependent operations on P. The type descriptors directly exploited by a class are created once at its load-time, and are passed to each corresponding instance at allocation-time. Figure 8 provides some details of the run-time architecture introduced by the management of descriptors. 2 A global structure-called the type descriptors manager ($TDM)-is used as a table containing the type descriptors that can be used by the application. Each of them keeps a reference to: (i) the type descriptor corresponding to the direct supertype (in the figure denoted by sup), which is useful for invoking the constructor of the supertype and supporting subtyping at run-time; (ii) the type descriptor for the type parameters (p 0 , p 1 , . . .), exploited for type-dependent operations on the type variables; and (iii) the type descriptors for the friend types (f 0 , . . .).
Each instance of a parametric type keeps a reference to its type descriptor. The client classes-exploiting some parametric type in a type-dependent operation-have static fields pointing to the corresponding type descriptors.
In general, a class can be of both kinds, having type parameters and being a client for other parametric types. In this way, any type descriptor can be directly accessed either into a static field of the current class, or into the local field td, or by one level of indirection through td, so as to access the descriptors of its friend types. As new client classes are loaded into the system, the content of the type descriptors manager may grow, since new type descriptors can be created.
The reader should notice that the run-time architecture involved by LM translation is very similar to the one that would be produced by an implementation of generics adapting the existing JVM to parametric polymorphism. For instance, in such an implementation, objects would carry a (hidden) identifier to their exact type anyway-as in standard Java-and a global run-time structure would be kept for representing types exploited in the application, which grows due to class loading.
LM translator as an extension to GJ
In Section 4.2 the behaviour of the GJ translator has been analysed, showing how the whole support to generics is mainly realized through a translation phase within the compiler, where an abstract syntax tree attributed with information on generics is translated into a tree where information on generics is erased. Then, the produced tree is exploited to generate binary code similarly to what a standard Java compiler would do.
Considering this point of view, the LM translator is meant to behave in exactly the same way. As for GJ, the translation examples provided in this paper have to be thought of as general, paradigmatic translations of an attributed tree to another, exploiting the erasure technique in conjunction with the addition of all the code necessary to properly manage descriptors. The type-checking phase in LM is the same as in GJ and can be supported by making binary class files keep information on generics as in GJ. The only difference with respect to GJ is that the language accepted can be slightly more expressive, since the LM translator is able to support down-casts and instance-tests on parametric types as well as on type variables without limitations. However, this extension does not lead to challenging typing issues, and can be designed and implemented straightforwardly adapting the type system which Featherweight GJ [5] is a core for. For instance, an example of this adaptation is applied in the extension of Featherweight GJ presented in [34] to model variant parametric types.
From the point of view of a user, one of the main features of GJ is backward compatibility, guaranteeing that generic libraries can be used by legacy code as if they were their corresponding non-generic (erased) version. This issue is particularly appealing in order to gracefully turn existing applications from Java to GJ: library classes can be substituted by their generic version and only later, possibly, are client classes adapted to their generic version. This is possible thanks to the compatibility of GJ and Java's binary classes. Note that the simple addition of methods (or fields) to a class by the translation process does not break backward compatibility-e.g. such as in the case of bridge methods added by GJ so as to handle methods overriding. Even though a user can become aware of these changes by the JCR through an introspection, legacy code is likely to keep working without modifications. Moreover, a new JCR implementation following the strategy sketched in Section 4.2 can be built that simply hides these details.
LM translation can be simply adapted so as to meet the same requirement. While public methods and fields are added to classes as shown in this section, which does not alter compatibility properties, the critical point seems to be the need for adding an extra argument to each constructor, which would prevent legacy code from correctly creating objects from a class translated by LM. This problem can be avoided by a simple constructor bridging technique, somehow analogous to the one used by GJ for methods, where the existing constructor is kept as a bridge which simply redirects instance creation to the constructor with the extra argument, as in the following code: While client classes produced by the LM translator always call the constructor with the extra argument, legacy code exploits the bridge, causing a bridge descriptor to be used as a representative of the exact type. The most reasonable choice for that type is the one with greater instantiation for each type parameter, that is, with the bound of each type variable-List<Object> in the above case. By this simple technique, a type-passing translation as LM can be made to enjoy similar backward compatibility properties to GJ. Interestingly enough, the types of objects created through the bridge constructor have some similarities with raw types [20, 35] , a typing mechanism introduced by GJ so as to ease the transition of applications from the monomorphic to the polymorphic version. Further investigation of this relationship, however, is not provided here and is a matter for future studies.
As discussed in Section 4.2, other compatibility concerns arise due to the interaction with the JCR, which are not currently addressed by GJ implementation. On the one hand, both hiding newly added members (such as bridge methods and constructors) and making JCR aware of generics allows for similar solutions in either GJ and LM-namely, by developing a new JCR library and accommodating the translation, as mentioned in Section 4.2. On the other hand, the lack of management of exact types prevents GJ from recovering the actual type of an object through an introspection, while in LM this is clearly possible thanks to the run-time management of descriptors. So, we believe that the framework of the LM translation can indeed support an implementation of the JCR dealing with run-time type information on generics.
Related works in functional programming languages
While the idea of passing information about type parameters has not received considerable interest in the context of object-oriented languages, it has been the subject of some research in functional languages such as ML and Haskell.
Here it is interesting to survey some of these works, which have similarities to the techniques exploited by the LM translator.
Type classes
A notable application of the type-passing technique is the implementation of type classes proposed for Haskell [36] , which is meant to support ad hoc polymorphism. A type class is a collection of types for which a number of overloaded functions are defined. The typical example is the type class for the number data type, for which functions such as + and * can be defined that need different implementations depending on the actual type of numberint, float and so on. A type class Num can be defined as
class Num a where (+) :: a -> a -> a (*) :: a -> a -> a specifying that for a type a to belong to type class Num, the functions + and * have to be defined on it, taking two arguments of type a and returning a value of type a. In order to provide one implementation for the type class, e.g. declaring a type Int to be an element of type class Num, an implementation for each function has to be provided, e.g. using the syntax where both addInt and mulInt are already-declared functions of the kind Int -> Int -> Int. In this way, an operation square parametric in an element a of type class Num, accepting and returning an element of type a (namely, of type Num a => a -> a), can be defined and implemented simply as square x = x * x, featuring the proper implementation of * depending on the actual instantiation of a.
As an implementation technique for this useful mechanism, a translation approach has been proposed based on the idea of passing to the functions that abstract over a type class a dictionary of function implementations. In the case above, function square is translated into a function square' :: NumD a -> a -> a where type abstraction is substituted by a value abstraction of type NumD a, which is a couple (a -> a -> a)(a -> a -> a) meant to contain implementations for + and *, respectively. Then, in the body of square, function symbol * is translated into a projection on the second element in the dictionary. So, when invoking square on an element of type Int, the dictionary (addInt)(mulInt) is passed as argument and mulInt is exploited as an implementation for *.
In [37] the implementation of this technique for ML is studied in detail, focusing on those cases where dictionaries can themselves be overloaded and where they can point to subdictionaries.
Several similarities exist between this approach and the general type-passing technique exploited by the LM translator. First of all, a type class can be viewed as the declaration of a type for which a number of type-dependent operations are defined, that is, that need a different implementation for each concrete type. Then, dictionaries resemble very much of the type descriptors: they are representative of an abstracted type and contain specific information on that type-namely, what in this paper is called an instantiation environment. Instead of function implementations, type descriptors feature information on the type parameters and on the friend types, which are accessed by the class body using a similar projection mechanism. It is worth noting that the LM translator implements typedependent operations through a technique similar to the one proposed for implementing ad hoc polymorphism (namely, 'in a less ad hoc way' [36] ), promoting an interpretation of certain type-dependent operations-such as type-casts on type-variables-as a mechanism somehow staying in between universal polymorphism (it can be applied uniformly to several types) and ad hoc polymorphism (it needs a different implementation for each type).
Lifting of type parameters
The idea of carrying explicit type information about the run-time type of values also has interesting applications in functional programming languages such as ML. According to [38] , relevant examples are the implementation of efficient garbage collectors and debuggers, the possibility of providing eval-like capability and the use of more efficient and specialized data formats. More formally, the problem of explicit type information can be seen in terms of a translation of second-order λ-calculus (which allows functions to abstract over types) into standard λ-calculus, which is somehow analogous, conceptually, to the idea of translating Java with generics-that is, a GJ-like programming language-into Java. The key idea of this translation is to lift type parameters, that is, to convert type abstraction and application into value abstraction and application, by providing an appropriate representation of types to values. The main concern of this solution, as the reader may expect, is the overhead introduced when creating information on type parameters.
In [38] , an approach for reducing the overhead of this creation is presented that features some techniques with similarities to the management of type descriptors in LM. First of all, all the type abstractions of a generic function are gathered together and converted into a single value abstraction, which is meant to be applied to a type environment value. This is a record with two components: an array of run-time type descriptions (rttd) representing the instantiation of the type parameters as it is statically specified and the type environment of the mentioner (the calling function). A rttd can be either a concrete type specification-Integer, String, and so on-or a type variable specification-Tvar(i), where i is the index of the type variable in the mentioner's type environment. This management is meant to handle what are called here the friend types, that is, those types exploiting the type variables of the generic abstraction (mentioner) in which they are exploited. Applying this technique to an LM-like framework would mean having descriptors keeping (i) the parameters and (ii) a reference to the mentioner descriptor, and building them at the time they are passed. For instance, in the class DoubleList shown in Section 5.3, the allocation in method reverse would be translated to a code of the kind so that the actual content of parameters can be accessed at run-time by looking at the parameters of the mentioner this.td-in this case in positions 2 and 1, respectively. Notice that if the parameters of the mentioner are themselves type parameters of the kind Tvar(i), a further mentioner has to be accessed, recursively. Clearly, this technique optimizes the substitution of type variables in friend types, but leads to a notable overhead because of type environment construction at each invocation. So, in [39] a full-lifting approach is formally developed that features early creation of descriptors containing references to descriptors of friend types, recursively. To this extent, this approach is very similar to that of the LM translator. The main difference is that while the LM translator creates facilities for building descriptors in each classnamely, methods createTD-the approach in [39] creates descriptors with specific code inserted at the top level. Moreover, the LM translator also saves memory space thanks to the descriptor manager and defers creation at load-time.
To the best of our knowledge, no approach in the context of functional programming languages (nor in object-oriented languages) goes towards tackling performance in typepassing approaches as far as does the work on the LM translator.
PARAMETRIC METHODS
The general idea of parametric polymorphism is to abstract pieces of code from some type. In Java, classes are the primary and fundamental programming entity, so parametric classes may apparently seem to be sufficient for satisfactorily providing genericity.
However, the experience with the use of parametric polymorphism in C++ (in particular with the STL library [10] ) and in GJ with the little code already available (basically the implementation of GJ itself [26] ) shows that parametric methods are a very practical tool.
A parametric method is a method abstracting from some types. These types, called the method type parameters analogously to the case of parametric classes, can be used either in the signature, as type of the arguments and as return type, or in the body to define variables and to perform type-dependent operations. When a parametric method is defined within a parametric class, its type parameters are conceptually seen as disjoint from those of the class: they can either shadow class type parameters as in GJ, or the compiler may prevent name clashing. When a parametric method is invoked, the programmer generally has to specify the instantiation of its type parameters, 3 A method for creating instances of DoubleList<X,Y> has been added to class List<X> which abstracts from the actual instantiation of the type parameter Y. This is implemented as a method parametric on the type Y, which uses that type in the specification of the argument type and the return type, and also to perform a parametric class allocation in the body. At invocation-time, the client code specifies the instantiation of the type parameter-here binding Y to Integer.
Usefulness
In general, parametric methods are a very useful mechanism to implement operations involving instances of different parametric types. Suppose, without loss of generality, that a given operator op works on three objects of the types A<R>, Similarly, op can be built as a parametric method on either class B or C. Another solution is to build a (possibly static) method abstracting from the four types and accepting the three instances, either in a class without type parameters or in a class with type parameters disjoint from X, Y, Z and W. This solution is likely to be used when a library of functionalities is implemented as a class with many static methods, each with its own type parameters.
In general, parametric methods flexibly support the implementation of operations working on instances of different parametric types. Without them, this flexibility is lost, since the only way to implement the operation op is as a standard (non-parametric) method of a class with X, Y, Z and W as type parameters. Sometimes this can be a good choice, but in general it is likely to force programmers to put the code of these operations on undesired and unnecessary dummy classes built only as wrappers for non-parametric methods.
The usefulness of parametric methods as a tool for adding expressiveness to parametric classes has also been remarked with similar motivations in [20] . In particular, in the implementation of the GJ compiler the traversal algorithm for abstract syntax trees is realized using a generic version of the visitor pattern [40] , where the visitor method is parametric on both its return type and on an additional argument type, avoiding the use of different visitor methods for different kinds of traversal.
Parametric methods and type inference in GJ
From the perspective of type theory, the use of parametric methods in object-oriented languages with F-bounded polymorphism has been studied in [5] , providing syntax, typing and semantics of the core calculus Featherweight GJ. The reader interested in looking at typing aspects related to parametric methods in depth is forwarded to that work.
Since parametric methods are recognized as a very interesting and useful mechanism related to parametric polymorphism, it is then important to provide satisfactory implementations for them.
Typically, in a language supporting parametric polymorphism, the implementation of parametric methods and that of parametric classes follow the same principle technique. So, in GJ parametric methods are implemented using the erasure technique as parametric classes, that is, parametric methods are simply erased to nonparametric ones and method type parameters are erased to their bound.
In spite of this simple implementation, there is an interesting issue related to the typing of parametric methods which is strongly affected by whether exact types are carried at run-time or not, namely, the type inference in method calls. In GJ, method type parameters do not have to be specified at invocation time, since all the information necessary to support the translation can be simply statically inferred by looking at the method arguments type.
Consider method createDouble<Y> of class List<X> as described above. In GJ the implementation of this method is completely independent from the actual instantiation of the type parameter Y, which is never exploited at run-time.
As a consequence, in order to properly translate a parametric method call it is sufficient to have information about the arguments static type, which is useful so as to be able to look for the proper method body to be invoked and for testing whether the bounds of the type parameters are satisfied. So, in order to exploit createDouble so as to obtain a DoubleList<String,Integer> object, it is sufficient to pass a List<Integer> as argument, featuring automatic inference of type Integer to be associated to variable Y. Notice that in GJ, from the point of view of a caller, the instantiation of a method type parameter that does not occur in any argument is completely useless-e.g. type variable Z in a method with signature In the method conditionalFactory, type parameters Y and Z cannot be inferred from the invocation, but have to be specified in order to support the proper semantics of the method. So, in general, as far as a method type parameter is not exploited in the signature, but only in a type-dependent operation within the method body, its actual specification must be explicitly provided.
Other implementation techniques
The implementation of parametric methods in NextGen follows the pattern of the implementations based on the code-expansion technique. The general strategy is to add to the translated class a new method for each different instantiation of a parametric method used by some client. Figure 9 sketches the NextGen translation for the class List, focusing on the translation of the method createDouble<Integer> on the type List<String>. The abstract version of the method createDouble in class List requires as first argument a snippet environment object, which supports the translation of the type-dependent operations exploiting the type variable Y. This is built at load-time in the specific subclass $$List$ String $ and is passed to createDouble via a newly created method createDouble$ Integer $ added on both the abstract class and in the wrapper subclass. Notice that in order to support this optimized version of the code-expansion technique, NextGen relies on the management of the snippet environments, which resembles the type-passing technique. For the sake of conciseness, the management of dynamic dispatching of method calls is not treated here (see [21] for details on it), supposing parametric methods were declared final, private or static.
The problem with the NextGen implementation of parametric methods is basically the same as that which occurs due to the management of parametric classes, that is, an increasing space overhead as the library of parametric classes is used by different clients. In particular, in the case of parametric methods, class files increase in size due to redundant methods added each time. In degenerative situations this may cause several decades of methods to be added to a class, leading to a serious overhead in the application, at load-time, in the memory and in the disk space.
In [24] a type-passing translation of parametric methods into Java is sketched, in which the Class object of each instantiation of a type parameter is simply passed as argument. However, this technique has not to be considered an actual proposal, since it does not address a number of important implementation issues, as the authors themselves pointed out: performance is not tackled at all, nested parameterizations are not supported (as in List<List<X>>) and it does not integrate well with parametric classes and the core typing. On the other hand, all these issues are addressed in the extension to the LM translator discussed in the following sections.
THE MANAGEMENT OF METHOD DESCRIPTORS
Previous sections have highlighted the lack of effective implementation approaches for parametric methods exploiting the type-passing technique. Thus, the aim of this work is to address this issue, possibly overcoming the problems of existing implementations. The primary goal is to avoid space overhead while keeping information about the instantiation of the method type parameters at run-time, so as to integrate parametric methods into the existing language. The basic idea is to extend the LM type-passing technique to the management of parametric methods. Since the execution of the body of a parametric method is affected by the instantiation of the method type parameters and it is likely to need the same support as in the case of parametric classes, it is natural to deal with instantiation environments for parametric methods as well. Such environments are meant to contain the necessary information so as to properly support all the type-dependent operations executed in the body and depending on the actual instantiation of the method type parameters. Notice that in this new framework the invocation of a parametric method is a new kind of type-dependent operation, with analogous characteristics to parametric type allocation: both involve the instantiation of some type parameter that needs to be kept at run-time. The general strategy is to build all the instantiation environments of parametric methods at loadtime and to pass the proper one to method calls.
Two basic issues should be addressed: (i) the integration between instantiation environments of parametric types and of parametric methods; and (ii) the management related to dynamic dispatching. Since they are mostly independent, in this section only the former is addressed, leaving the latter to Section 8. So, here static dispatching is assumed, that is, parametric methods are supposed not to be overridden in subclasses, for instance as if they were implicitly declared final.
In the LM translator, instantiation environments for methods can be provided by method descriptors, implemented by the library class $MD and by a method descriptors manager $MDM. Consider the following code, which uses the parametric method createDouble defined in the previous section: In the same way as a type descriptor is characterized by the Class representation of the type and by the descriptors of its type parameters, the method descriptor associated to a given method call is characterized by three items:
• the descriptor corresponding to the (possibly parametric) class receiving the invocation, which in the case of static dispatching is statically known (in the code above, this is the descriptor for List<String>, which is the static type of ls); • a unique identifier characterizing the parametric method in its class, e.g. the integer 0 for the method createDouble in the class List<X>; • the type descriptors corresponding to the instantiation of the method type parameters as they are specified at invocation-time (in the code above, this is the descriptor of class Integer).
Method descriptors are denoted by method signatures of the kind C<T 1 ,..,T n >.m<R 1 ,..,R k >.
The example above refers to the method signature List<String>.createDouble<Integer>.
In this extension of the LM translator, descriptors can be implemented through an abstract base class $D, extended by both classes $TD and $MD as shown in Figure 10 . Fields ID, params and friends are used by both kinds of descriptor, so they are declared in the base class. Also, class $MD defines field t, storing the type descriptor representing the method receiver, and field mID, containing the method identifier within the class. Method checkNew is still used here to check whether the descriptor has just been created and hence needs to be completed.
Consider a given parametric method descriptor T.m<R 1 ,..,R k >, its instantiation environment provides information about the following types and methods:
• those parametric types used in the body for typedependent operations and exploiting some type variable Because of this definition of parametric methods, the instantiation environment of a parametric type C<T 1 ,..,T n > should now also include information on those parametric methods invoked in some method body of C and exploiting some of its type variables X 1 ,..,X n . These are called friend methods of C<T 1 ,..,T n >, and are stored, along with friend types, in the field friends of the descriptor for C<T 1 ,..,T n >. The following example includes all the different kinds of 'friendship' between parametric types and parametric methods: • the type Pair<U,V> has the friend type Pair<V,U>, due to the body of the method reverse, as seen in Section 5; • the type Pair<U,V> has the friend method Pair<U,V>.chgSecond<U>; in fact, in the body of dupFirst the method chgSecond is invoked exploiting one of the type parameters of the class; • the parametric method with signature Pair<U,V>.chgFirst<T> has the friend parametric type Pair<T,V>, since in its body it uses that type to create an object, exploiting its method type parameter Z, which is bound to T; • analogously, the parametric method with signature Pair<U,V>.chgSecond<T> has the friend method Pair<V,U>.chgFirst<T>, since that method is invoked in the body of chgSecond.
Method descriptors are mostly managed following the schema used for type descriptors. Client classes create at their load-time the descriptors for the parametric methods invoked, storing them into static fields. Then, the proper method descriptor is passed as first argument when invoking a parametric method. Correspondingly, in the body of a parametric method the descriptor passed as first argument is used to access friend methods and types, and to access the method type parameters. The creation of a method descriptor C<T 1 ,..,T n >.m<R 1 ,..,R k > is supported by a static method createMD of class C. Analogously to createTD, this is a facility automatically built by the translator for creating method descriptors and the corresponding friend methods and types.
The complete translation of class Pair is reported in Figure 11 . The indexes used to access friend descriptors can be explained considering that a type descriptor Pair<U,V> has two friends, Pair<V,U> (position 0) and Pair<U,V>.chgSecond<U> (position 1), respectively used in methods reverse and dupFirst. On the other hand, a method descriptor Pair<U,V>.chgFirst<T> has the friend type Pair<T,V> (position 0) and the friend method Pair<V,U>.chgFirst<T> (position 1), used in methods chgFirst and chgSecond.
An example of the source and translation of a client class is reported in Figure 12 . The way friend types and methods are accessed is a straightforward extension of the standard management of the LM translator, only requiring a down-cast for narrowing the descriptor to either class $TD and $MD. The management of method createTD is basically unchanged. Method createMD has similar structure to createTD: it registers the descriptor into the method descriptors manager and if this is the first time the descriptor was registered then the field friends is filled as well. In particular, in order to do this a case on the method identifier is needed, since different methods lead to different descriptors.
The architecture at run-time created by the execution of the translated code is depicted in Figure 13 . There are two managers, one for method descriptors and one for type descriptors, both used by client classes. Instances of parametric types still keep one reference to a type descriptor. Parametric types/methods can have friend types/methods (denoted by fM and fT) and type descriptors representing the instantiation of their type parameters (p). Each method descriptor also points to the type descriptor representing its receiver (tR).
As shown in this section, the management of parametric methods in the framework of LM can still be fully supported at compile-time, by properly accommodating the abstract syntax tree translation phase of a GJ-like compiler. So, the impact of the LM translator on the language support-as discussed in Section 5.6-is unchanged by the management of parametric methods. In particular, the bridging technique exploited for constructors can be applied to parametric methods as well so as to tackle backward compatibility. The existing (monomorphic) method signature is kept in a bridge method forwarding the invocation to the translated method, passing as method descriptor the version with type parameters instantiated to their bound.
DYNAMIC DISPATCHING
In the implementation described so far we hypothesized that parametric methods were implicitly declared final, that is, they were not overridden by more specific versions in subclasses. However, since this is a mechanism widely used in Java and in most object-oriented programming languages to support inheritance-based code reuse, our goal now is to cope with it in our type-passing implementation technique.
Consider a Java class C with method m. A subclass D of C can be defined that features a different version of m. Thanks to the technique called dynamic dispatching, the invocation of m on an object always leads to the execution of the most specific body available, that is, the version in the smallest type possible. In the invocation x.m(), if the static type of the receiver x is C then the run-time type of the object that actually receives the invocation can be any subtype of C. Consider the following code: Method m is invoked on a receiver c whose static type is C: however, the latter invocation of meth in the method doIt causes the execution of the body of D's m.
The typical implementation technique for supporting dynamic dispatching relies on a table structure known as the Virtual Methods Table (VMT) [7] . Each class C has its own VMT, which is a table of pointers to the body of the virtual methods of C. Here, the term virtual refers to methods that can be overridden in subclasses-since historically this was the name of the modifier used in C++ to denote those methods allowing overriding. In Java, methods are assumed to be virtual unless they are declared final, private or static.
Each object implicitly keeps a reference to the VMT of its run-time type. The key property of VMTs is that if a virtual method m is associated to the ith position in the VMT of its class C, an overriding version in a subclass D is associated to the same ith position in the VMT of D. Consider again the invocation x.m() and suppose C is the static type of x and i is the position of m in the VMT of C. The body to be executed is obtained by accessing the ith entry of the VMT pointed to by x. In the example above, as the position of C's m is the same as D's m, the body is always bound in the proper way, independently from the actual receiver. An example to help visualize the idea of VMTs is shown in Figure 14 .
Virtual Parametric Methods Tables
In general, VMTs can be seen as a mechanism for binding method bodies to method calls. The study of type-passing implementations for parametric methods needs an analogous mechanism for binding instantiation environments to method calls. In fact, as the body invoked is in general unknown, the instantiation environment to be passed is unknown as well. Consider the code Depending on the run-time value assigned to the variable b, c is assigned either to an object of type C or D, leading to the execution of different bodies. It is clear that, when dealing with dynamic dispatching, it is not possible to statically infer which instantiation environment should be passed to a method call. The problem can be tackled by means of a data structure called the Virtual Parametric Methods Table (VPMT) . This is somewhat analogous to a VMT, but instead of retrieving method bodies, VPMTs are used to retrieve instantiation environments. Given a method call, the position of the instantiation environment in the VPMT of its receiver should be independent from the run-time type of the receiver. So, by passing information on this position at invocation-time, the body can dynamically access the proper instantiation environment. The sender of an invocation may either statically infer the position to pass or obtain it at load-time or at run-time, basically depending on the way the instantiation environments are actually implemented. Notice that in an implementation completely redefining the language run-time environment, it is reasonable to join VMTs and VPMTs, providing a single structure binding both the body and the instantiation environment to each method call.
Since the whole framework of the LM translator works on top of the existing Java run-time, a separate management for VPMTs should be provided. In particular, VPMTs are implemented as structures attached to type descriptors and used to bind method descriptors to method calls by taking into account dynamic dispatching. Furthermore, since method descriptors are dynamically created, VPMTs are dynamic structures and the position of a descriptor in them is discovered dynamically, at load-time.
A VPMT is implemented as a bi-dimensional structure, that is, as an array of vectors of method descriptors. ... Object o2= new D<String,Integer>(); o2.m1<Integer>(); o2.m5<String>();
... Each type descriptor for the type T points to the VPMT associated to T, containing method descriptors of the kind T.m<R 1 ,..,R k >. Each element of the array is associated to a different virtual method of T, analogously to the case of VMTs. The entry of a given parametric method T.m<Y 1 ,..,Y k > points to a vector containing the method descriptors of the kind T.m<R 1 ,..,R k > that have been registered by the application. Figure 15 shows an example of a VPMT. As for VMTs, different overriding versions of the same method are associated to the same entry in their VPMT. For instance, the entry for the method C<String>'s m1 is in first position as well as D<String,Integer>'s m1.
Furthermore, the positions of method descriptors in their vector are also independent from the receiver. Consider the VPMTs of two parametric classes T and U, where U is a subtype of T, and the two vectors that are associated to a given method instantiation m<R 1 ,..,R k > of both T and U (which are in the same position of the two VPMTs). These two vectors are said to be correspondent. This means that they should have same dimension and at the same position i they should respectively contain method descriptors of the kind T.m<R 1 ,..,R k > and U.m<R 1 ,..,R k >, that is, with the same instantiation of the type parameters.
For instance, in the first vector of C<String>'s VPMT the second position is associated to the descriptor C<String>.m1<String> while in the first vector of D<String,Integer>'s VPMT the second position is associated to the descriptor D<String,Integer>.m1<String>. This is called the correspondence property of VPMTs. This property guarantees that the position of a method descriptor in the VPMT is independent from the type of its receiver.
Implementing VPMTs in the LM translator
The implementation of VPMTs in the framework of the LM translator is as follows. The new signature of the classes $TD and $MD is shown in Figure 16 . The class of type descriptors $TD now has a new public field called VPMT (with type Vector[]) containing method descriptors. When a new method descriptor of C<T 1 ,..,T n >.m<R 1 ,..,R k > is registered, it is added to the end of m's vector in C<T 1 ,..,T n >'s VPMT. The position of a method descriptor md in this vector is then stored in its field $MD.pos. Then, this position is passed as the first argument of method calls and is used by the code in the body to access the proper method descriptor. This is done: (i) by looking at the VPMT of the type descriptor stored in the local instance field td; (ii) by accessing the vector corresponding to the method invoked (which is statically known); and (iii) using the position passed as argument to access the method descriptor in the vector.
The main problem with the implementation of this technique in the framework of the LM translator is that the correspondence property of VPMTs must be satisfied through incoming registrations of new type descriptors and method descriptors. As this sequence of registrations can be unpredictable, depending on when classes are loaded, the following arrangements are provided.
• When registering a new type descriptor for the type N, its VPMT is initialized so that it is correspondent to the VPMT of the direct supertype O of N. To do this, for each method descriptor O.m<R 1 ,..,R k > in the VPMT of O the analogous descriptor N.m<R 1 ,..,R k > is registered.
• When registering a new method descriptor, the registration has to be propagated in all the type descriptors corresponding to subtypes of its receiver.
To this end, a new field sons of the class $TD is exploited, so as to make each descriptor point to the descriptors for its subtypes.
• Because of this propagation, method descriptors should always be registered starting from their highest version, that is, from the first class-on top of the inheritance hierarchy-that defines that method.
Details of the translation are provided introducing a new example. Figure 17 shows source and translation of two parametric classes C<X> and D<X>, while Figure 18 reports source and translation of a client class Client, incorporating the simple client code shown in Section 8.1.
From the point of view of a client class, dealing with dynamic dispatching changes the translation in two ways. First of all, the method descriptors registered are always the highest available in the inheritance hierarchy. For instance in Client, the descriptor m0 for C<String>.m1<String> is registered instead of the descriptor for D<String,String>.m1<String>. Notice that the position of these two method descriptors is the same in the VPMT of C<String> and D<String,String>. Secondly, the invocation of a parametric method is translated so as to pass the content of the field $MD.pos of the method descriptor, instead of the method descriptor itself, in order to support the dynamic resolution of the proper instantiation environment. In fact the values of m0.pos are passed when the static type of the receiver is either C<String> or D<String,String>.
The translation also changes the content of the method createTD. Here, the descriptor to be created is added to the field sons of its father descriptor, so as to support the propagation of method registrations through subtypes. After filling the content of the fields father and friends, the field VPMT is also initialized. This is done by invoking a static method initializeVPMTs of the class, which, for each vector associated to an overridden method in the direct-supertype's VPMT, creates the corresponding descriptors. The other vectors are left empty. Other changes occur on method createMD as well. Along with the initialization of field friends:
• the current method descriptor is added to the VPMT of the type of the current instance td; • the position in the VPMT is set in the field pos of the method descriptor; • when the content of the method descriptor is completed, the method $MDM.propagate is invoked, causing the registration of the method descriptor to be propagated on all the subtypes of the current descriptor.
In particular, the functionality $MDM.propagate accepts all the information necessary to build a given descriptor (receiver type descriptor, method ID and parameters) and makes sure that all the subtypes of the receiver type have the same method descriptor registered. This is basically done by recursively invoking createMD on the direct subtypes of the receiver type. The reader interested in more details on the implementation of method $MDM.propagate and in general on classes $TDM and $MDM can refer to [25] .
Finally, the translation of a parametric method should also be changed. As the first argument is now an integer number, the translation adds a local variable md and initializes it to the actual method descriptor obtained by accessing the VPMT. 
OTHER IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In the previous sections, we discussed the basic management of method descriptors in the LM translator. This description is completed here by sketching how a number of remaining aspects can be dealt with, so as to help provide a complete overview of the implementation issues concerning the management of parametric methods in the framework of LM.
Abstract parametric methods
In Java, a programmer can declare a method to be abstract and therefore not specify a body for it. Classes containing abstract methods cannot be used to allocate objects, but are simply a specification for subclasses extending them, in terms of a signature to be implemented and possibly a partial implementation.
In our framework, the most natural way to cope with abstract parametric methods is to avoid creating descriptors for them. However, this technique would fail to support the management of method descriptors and VPMTs, in particular as far as step-by-step propagation of method descriptors registration is concerned. In order to solve this problem, descriptors for abstract parametric methods are registered as if they were 'concrete' methods without an actual body-that is, without any friend type or method.
Inheriting methods from a superclass
In general, a subclass is not required to provide new implementations for each virtual method of the superclass. So, there can be no information to put into some entries of the VPMTs, because they are associated with methods without an actual body. Unfortunately, these entries cannot be left void, since this would cause, again, problems both to the propagation process and to the VPMT initialization process. So, the arrangement that is seemingly more reasonable is to create their method descriptors anyway and to register them in the VPMT.
However, it would be desirable to have a solution that avoids this kind of management. In fact, it is frequent practice to declare classes with many methods, and then to override just a few of them in a subclass.
As an example, consider a subclass of java.applet.Applet providing the implementation of just a couple of methods (e.g. start and stop), whereas their superclasses (including java.lang.Object and java.awt.Component) define more than one hundred methods. In general, creating one unnecessary descriptor for each parametric method inherited from a superclass would lead to a great overhead.
The solution to this problem can be developed as follows. In the subclass, each entry of a method that is not actually overridden is made by pointing the content of the corresponding entry into the VPMT of the direct supertype. Recursively, this leads each entry to point to the vector in the smaller super-type providing an actual implementation for the method. On the one hand, this management avoids the creation of unnecessary descriptors and VPMT vectors; on the other hand, it also provides a suitable support for registration propagation and VPMT initialization.
Parametric methods in non-parametric classes
In the LM translator, classes provide for (i) a createTD method, (ii) the instance field td and (iii) the extraargument in the constructor only when either they have some type parameter or when they are non-parametric classes extending (directly or not) a class with type parameters. With the management of method descriptors all these arrangements also have to be provided when a class has some parametric method. In fact, in this case we need to keep track of the VPMT, which is referenced by the descriptor of the class, and the method createTD as well, which is used to properly initialize the VPMT.
So, a class without type parameters but defining or inheriting parametric methods should be treated as a parametric class with zero type parameters. In this case there would be no need for an extra argument in the constructor, since there is no instantiation of type parameters. The type descriptor td can be filled at load-time by adding the proper code as a static initialization. 
Static parametric methods
Static parametric methods have similar usefulness to instance parametric methods. In fact, static methods are often used to code library functions taking some data values and performing some computation on them. In general, choosing between instance methods or static methods is not influenced by the issue of genericity. So, in an extension of Java featuring parametric polymorphism, static parametric methods are likely to be as useful as static monomorphic methods in standard Java.
The management of static parametric methods is as follows. A static parametric method can be defined within a class and can use in its body both the type parameters of the method and the type parameters of the class (if it has any). Then, a client class can invoke a static parametric method on a class, specifying the instantiation for the parameters of the class and specifying the type parameters of the method as well. As static methods do not provide for dynamic dispatching, their management follows the idea shown in Section 7: they are basically treated as instance parametric methods declared final. A client can statically know what are the descriptors for the static parametric methods it may need and can build them at load-time as usual. Then, these are passed as first argument in the invocation.
The body of the static parametric method can access method parameters, class parameters and friend types/methods by simply using the method descriptor passed as first argument. In particular, the information on the receiver of a given invocation is obtained through the field t of the method descriptor.
RECURSIVE POLYMORPHIC CALLS
In general, there is no static bound on the number of parametric types that a program-namely, a set of classesmay need to exploit at run-time. If this is the case, and depending on the actual technique adopted for implementing generics, some non-termination problems may occur either at compile-time or at run-time. Suppose a client class C uses some instantiation of classes List or Pair shown in Figure 19 , say e.g. trying to create an object of type List<String>. Then, the number of parametric types that the application including C, List and Pair is going to use has generally no static bound, because of the way List and Pair mutually refer to each other in polymorphic calls. In particular, because of method dupHead, the application may exploit parametric type Pair<String,String> and then, because of method zip, type List<Pair<String,String>> as well. By using dupHead again, the type Pair< Pair<String,String>,Pair<String,String>> may then be used and so on, recursively. Non-termination problems clearly arise when compilation techniques for generics statically create specific code (or data representation) about the parametric types potentially used by the application.
The problem of non-termination
As a first example of non-termination consider an implementation of generics following the code-expansion technique, such as e.g. NextGen or usual implementations of templates in C++, where at compile-time a new class is generated for each instantiation of a parametric type possibly used by the compiled code. For a program like the above one, the compilation process would fail to terminate, recursively trying to create infinitely many classes with different instantiation of the type parameters. This is the case for most of the widely-used C++ compilers, such as Microsoft Visual C++, GCC++ and Borland C++. There, the problem is generally remedied by checking that the parameterization depth does not overcome a limit imposed by the specific implementation, thus terminating compilation with a failure.
Conceptually, a similar problem occurs in the LM translator as well. There, when a client class C is loaded, all the descriptors it may use (and recursively, all their friends) are created and registered in the type descriptors manager, so that loading class C would fail to terminate, generating a memory overfull error. Of course, it is straightforward to adapt the descriptor creation process so that the parameterization depth is checked and kept bounded to a fixed value, raising an exception that aborts the class loading if that number grows over the limit.
GJ is immune from the problem related to recursive polymorphic calls, in that no specific representation of parametric type instantiations is created neither at compiletime nor at run-time.
Two existing implementation techniques of generics are immune from the problem even if they carry information on exact types at run-time: the implementation of generics in Microsoft CLR and the class loading mechanism developed in [17] . In fact, as discussed in Section 4.5, both rely on a lazy approach for the generation of type-specific code, so that only the code for types actually exploited is created. At this time, no translation approach for generics has been proposed to solve this problem. Indeed, addressing this issue seems to be possible by adapting LM translation so as to follow a lazy approach to the creation of descriptors, too. The main idea is to create (method and type) descriptors the first time they are actually exploited in a type-dependent operation, instead of doing this at the client class load-time. This implementation issue is not discussed further here, as it is the subject of current studies, involving aspects quite orthogonal to the ones discussed in this paper.
A characterization of the problem
In [22] , we studied the problem of recursive polymorphic calls and provided a necessary and sufficient condition for a program to lead to the non-termination problem. That characterization sticks to generic classes and does not consider generics methods.
First of all, a (recursive-)critical context can be defined as the position of a parametric type P within a class definition, so that the underlying implementation of generics statically creates some kind of type-specific information on P. For instance, critical contexts are: occurrences of type-dependent operations in the LM translator (where type descriptors are created at load-time); any position for a parametric type in usual C++ templates implementations (where new classes are created by expansion); and no position in GJ (where no type-specific information is ever created).
Then, each set of classes is associated to an oriented graph, whose edges are class type variables: for the case of Figure 19 A program does not lead to the non-termination problem if and only if the corresponding graph has no cycles with nesting arcs. A program satisfying this property is said to be recursive-safe. The program in Figure 19 is not recursive-safe, in that the first arc in cycle The evident relationship between the structure of the graph and the dependency of descriptors, as discussed in Section 5.3, straightforwardly leads to the extension of this characterization to the management of parametric methods, by analogy. First of all, now for each parametric method definition m<Y 1 ,..,Y k > in class C<X 1 ,..,X n >, k + n edges have to be added, one for each type variable X i and Y j , denoted e.g. by Cm/X i and Cm/Y j . Notice that each generic abstraction introduces one edge for each type parameter's information kept in its descriptor-considering that parametric method descriptors keep both their type parameters as well as those of their receiver.
In the case of parametric classes, arcs are introduced when a type variable of a generic class is used by a friend type, either directly (simple arc) or within a parameterization. For instance, the simple arc [List/X -> Pair/Y] was introduced because class List<X> has the friend type Pair<X,X>, where Y's type variable of Pair (i.e. its second one) is bounded to X. Generalizing to the case of parametric methods, arcs are introduced when a type variable of a generic abstraction (type or method) is used by a friend type/method, either directly (simple) or within a parameterization. Consider Figure 20 , where a simple program using parametric methods is shown along with the corresponding graph information. Note that both arcs [Am/Y -> B/X] and [Am/Y -> Bn/X] were introduced since both B<Y> and B<Y>.n<X> are friends of A<X>.m<Y>.
When dealing with dynamic dispatching a further accommodation is needed, since a method call can unpredictably cause invocation of a method on any subtype of the receiver static type. This issue can be tackled by simply considering that any generic abstraction that has a friend method T.m<T 1 ,..,T k > should insert arcs as if it had as friend methods all the parametric methods S.m<T 1 ,..,T k >, where S is subtype of T in the current program.
Detecting recursive polymorphic calls
In principle, the above characterization can be exploited for detecting the problem of recursive polymorphic calls at compile-time. To this end, suffice it to make the binary representation of a generic class carry information on the simple and nesting arcs it introduces. For instance, in the LM translator this can be implemented by putting this information along with the parametric signature into the class file, following the implementation style of GJ. Then, during the checking phase, the compiler gathers information on all the arcs, builds the graph and checks for the existence of a cycle with at least one nesting arc, possibly issuing an error message revealing the classes involved in the cycle. However, there are a number of aspects that might prevent this implementation from working in a successful way, including separate compilation, run-time class loading and method overriding. At this time it is unclear whether, as far as these aspects (and their composition) are concerned, checking recursive safety of a program prevents nontermination in a complete and sound way. This issue requires further study and it is likely to be definitely solved only by means of a formal treatment-e.g. a formal system for separate compilation [41] -which goes beyond the scope of this paper.
On the other hand, the termination problem can be more successfully addressed at run-time. While the solution of common implementations of C++ is still adoptablefeaturing a nesting parameterizations bound that is checked each time a descriptor is registered-better approaches can be studied. For instance, the translation can be accommodated so as to build and maintain the graph at run-time within the descriptors manager, checking that any new descriptor does not lead to cycles with nesting arcs, raising an exception that aborts the class loading if such cycles exist.
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TYPE-PASSING TECHNIQUE
Although implementing a language extension as a translation has not, in general, the primary goal of achieving high performance, LM translation and its extension presented here have been designed so as to focus on limiting time and space overhead. As shown in the previous sections, the strategy adopted to obtain this result relies on three main arrangements: (i) the run-time overhead needed to create descriptors is deferred at the time the classes are loaded from their store; (ii) code expansion is avoided by relying on a oneto-one translation of classes and methods; and (iii) memory footprint is limited by preventing descriptors from being registered more than once. However, the need for carrying information on the type parameters at run-time makes our implementation introduce some overhead with respect to the code that the GJ translation produces. However, up until now this has been the best solution available that deals with exact types while keeping compatibility, since its overhead is sensibly smaller compared to NextGen.
On the one hand, in NextGen new class files are produced as new instantiations of parametric classes are used, whereas LM follows the strategy of GJ, translating one parametric class into a monomorphic one. On the other hand, in NextGen these classes are loaded in the memory during the execution, whereas in LM type and method descriptors are created in the memory. In typical cases, descriptors keep some hundreds bytes of memory and their creation has an execution time of the order of microseconds [22] , while NextGen's specialized classes keep some kilobytes in the memory and have a load-time of the order of milliseconds (considering class files loading from a local hard disk). In exchange for this space overhead reduction, however, the code produced by the LM translator has great run-time overhead with respect to NextGen. So, in this section we focus on evaluating such an impact.
Independently from the management of parametric methods described here, the LM translator makes the execution speed of type-dependent operations slower. Class allocation is slow because of the need to pass an extra argument, to store it on an instance field and to create instances of parametric classes with one more field. As shown in [22] , this overhead is generally less than 10% and decreases as the number of instance fields increases. Notice that the idea of passing an extra argument in the constructor has already been applied for the implementation of inner (member) classes in Java [42] , so it can be assumed to be generally acceptable. Casts and instance tests are as expensive as executing a run-time subtype test through JCR-that is, invoking the method Class.isInstance-which is rather slower than performing a core cast/instance test. However, casts and instance tests are not very frequent operations, so they are likely to affect the overall run-time performance only slightly [22] . All these overheads are a peculiar aspect of the LM translator and are not affected in any way by our management of parametric methods. So, most importantly here, we focus on the specific run-time overhead introduced by our extension, caused by the extra argument passed in parametric method calls. In the case of dynamic dispatching, moreover, the overhead needed to access the VPMT has to be considered as well.
Consider the code of Figure 21 , which is used as a simple benchmark. It contains a data type Tree, with two parametric methods recur and explode. We start by considering the former method, which is a trivial parametric method implementing a simple recursive invocation process. This is meant to emphasize the actual overhead of passing a method descriptor. Table 1 reports the results of the measurements taken on a Pentium III Windows NT PC, with the JDK 1.3 (HotSpot) Virtual Machine. The columns contain in order: (N Iter) the number of times the method has been called; (N Recur) the number of recursive iterations at each step; (NP) the execution time in the case of a non-parametric version of the method; (SP, SP%) the execution time in the case of invocation with staticdispatching (e.g. as in the case of a final version of the method) and the related overhead (calculated as SP/NP); (DP, DP%) the execution time of the method in the case of an invocation with dynamic-dispatching and the related overhead (DP/NP). The increasing overhead of the case (DP) with respect to (SP) is caused by the code the translator adds at the beginning of the method in order to access the method descriptor from the VPMT (see, for instance, the translated method C.m1 in Figure 17 ). The execution time is measured in milliseconds. This benchmark, representing a degenerative situation, shows that in general the overhead of passing an extra argument is about 10%, while that of accessing the VPMT is about 400%.
In order to highlight the impact of this overhead in more significant cases, we consider the benchmark related to the method explode, which takes a node and creates a tree with given width and height. The results are shown in Table 2 . The first two columns respectively contain width and height of the tree as provided in the arguments of the method, the remainder of the columns have the same content as the previous table.
The execution time in the case of static dispatching is similar to the monomorphic case. On the one hand, having more code executed in the method reduces the impact of the extra argument. On the other hand, the dynamic execution of the HotSpot Virtual Machine further decreases the overhead, so that execution of parametric methods calls (with static dispatching) is generally as fast as that of non-parametric methods. Interestingly enough, while taking these measurements we experienced slightly better performance in generic method calls than in monomorphic method calls (see column SP(%) in Table 2 ). These somehow unexpected results frequently appear when exploiting the HotSpot Virtual Machine, which dynamically looks for critical parts of the code (namely, hot spots) and optimizes them, e.g. by inlining method bodies. Predicting the effect of this behaviour and trying to isolate it is often very hard, so that the most reasonable way of characterizing a given operation overhead is to mediate the results obtained by different tests. We tackled this issue by performing tests on trees with different sizes; we found that the cost of parametric method calls with static dispatching is roughly similar to that of monomorphic method calls. By a similar measurement approach, we also obtained an overhead of about 5% in method calls with dynamic dispatching (column DP(%)).
The results of Table 2 generally show that the overhead related to the invocation of a parametric method is likely to be acceptable as the method body is not trivially empty but contains some statements.
CONCLUSIONS
The first contribution of this paper is to overview the different approaches for adding parametric classes to Java by means of a translation.
This description is the natural way to start discussing parametric methods: the existing translations are representative of all the basic implementation approaches for parametric classes and their translation pattern is also the basis for the implementation of parametric methods.
A key issue related to parametric polymorphism is discussed, namely the implementation of parametric methods. The type-passing technique can be efficiently exploited to implement this mechanism, featuring the management of method descriptors that carry the instantiation environment of the parametric methods an application uses, and that are passed at invocation-time and are used to perform typedependent operations. In particular, entirely creating descriptors at load-time plays a crucial role in the significance of our approach, since in the past the type-passing technique has typically been considered inefficient in preparing the information to be passed.
Dynamic dispatching is addressed by extending the mechanism of VMTs so as to bind method descriptors to parametric method calls. The implementation of VPMTs is developed as an extension of the LM translator. By this mechanism, dynamic dispatching is supported on top of the existing management of the Java Virtual Machine, without the need for changing the existing run-time behaviour of Java.
The translation described can directly lead to an implementation of generics into standard Java. Although this solution has slightly worse performance than NextGen at run-time, it leads to smaller overhead at load-time, in the memory and in the size of the class files, since in general managing method descriptors is more efficient than loading class files. Our approach seems to lead to reasonable implementations when there are not strong constraints on the memory usage of the application. On the contrary, say in small devices with very limited resources like mobile phones, we think that efficiently supporting generics at run-time remains an open issue, not addressed by the work of this paper. There, solutions with different goals can be more suitable, namely accepting more run-time overhead but limiting the memory consumption, even though the rapid development of technologies for small devices is likely to release some of the constraints currently existing.
GJ is the basic implementation strategy for the first release of Java providing parametric polymorphism [13] . This paper shows how the approach of the LM translator could be one of the most reasonable bases to start studying solutions overcoming the inadequacies of GJ. In particular, we believe that our approach could be exploited not only for developing a translator, but also for building a new Java Virtual Machine directly providing generics. To do this, several ideas can be easily reused, such as (i) what information should be pre-computed and then passed to parametric classes and methods, (ii) where should it be stored, (iii) how should it be exploited for implementing type-dependent operations and so on.
Our main future work is to build an effective implementation of the LM translator along with its managements of method descriptors. To this end, in [29] we introduced a formalization of the LM translator-in terms of a compilation of the core calculus Featherweight GJ [5] into Java-which can be used as a core specification and as a basis for the implementation. Our goal is to execute more precise performance measurements, helping to tune the implementation of the LM translator and to evaluate different implementation strategies for the library classes that support the execution of the translated code.
